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Public mapping comprises the basic public service of gathering, administering and
updating national basic topographic data, producing general topographic maps, and
making topographic maps and data available to the public.
The overall aim of these public mapping activities is to promote the well-being of the
population and business competitiveness, and to help to ensure good administrative
practices by providing versatile, high-quality maps, topographic data and geographic
information services. The research and development done in conjunction with public
mapping should have a sound theoretical basis and produce solutions that can readily
be applied in practice.
The public mapping strategy provides guidelines for the production of general
topographic maps and data covering the whole country, and related services, in 2001-
2010. Special attention is given to improving the availability, uniformity and quality
of geographic information and the application of solutions supporting international
standardization.
Public mapping strategy 2001-2010
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
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5Maps and geographic information
– essential elements in a well-functioning society
are now also expected to record and man-
age attribute, positional and history data
on individual topographic features in great-
er detail than before, and to keep it up-to-
date.
In a country as large as Finland, map
production and updating national topo-
graphic data are long-term commitments
which must consider the work map makers
have carried out during the past few dec-
ades, advances in technology and the avail-
able resources, as well as user needs. Those
involved in map making must also be able
to anticipate the changing demands made
of maps and geographic information as a
result of new technologies and require-
ments.
The public mapping strategy provides
guidelines for the production of general top-
ographic maps and data on the whole coun-
try, and related services, for the next few
years. There is a special focus on improv-
ing the availability, uniformity and quality
of geographic information and the applica-
tion of solutions supporting international
standardization.
Helsinki, February 28, 2002
Raimo Tammilehto
Minister of Agriculture and Forestry
Timo Kotkasaari
Head of Department, Director General
For centuries, maps have been used to illus-
trate and document national and regional
boundaries, settlements, transport net-
works, contours, and other important as-
pects of land ownership and land use, and
topographic features. The quality and
availability of such maps is often used as a
measure of a nation’s level of development,
efficiency and educational standards.
As societies have developed, the loca-
tion of various events, phenomena and geo-
graphic features, and the way they relate to
their overall environment have assumed an
ever greater importance. At the same time,
geographic information (data resources in-
corporating positional data) has found a
growing number of applications in a
number of fields, such as general informa-
tion management and planning processes.
Though most aspects of land surveying
and mapping are still national responsibili-
ties, expanding international cooperation is
putting pressure on individual countries to
harmonize the ways in which they gather
and process geographic information. This
is particularly true in Europe. There are a
number of international projects under way
aimed to create and manage common data
resource networks, and make them more
compatible.
Technological advances, expanding in-
ternational cooperation and new ways of
using cartographic material mean that
more is expected of maps and geographic
information intended for general use, in
terms not only of their quality and availa-
bility, but also the aspects they cover. In
addition to providing a general presenta-
tion of topographic features, bodies produc-
ing maps that encompass entire countries
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8Public mapping
Public mapping comprises the basic public
service of gathering, administering and up-
dating national basic topographic data,
producing general topographic maps, and
making topographic maps and data availa-
ble to the public.
The data resources, products and servic-
es generated and maintained as part of pub-
lic mapping are intended to benefit as many
users as possible and to provide Finland’s
public and private sectors and individual
citizens with equal access to a comprehen-
sive and reliable supply of maps and geo-
graphic information.
As maps are intended for general use,
the main purpose of public mapping is to
register and present permanent and general-
ly-known features of the terrain and living
environment without emphasizing any par-
ticular topographic aspects.
There is no legislation in Finland on
public mapping, so the sector is mainly reg-
ulated through standards, and resource and
result management. Long-term pro-
grammes with relevance to public mapping
include the Kartta 2000 (in 1987), Tee-
makartta 2000 (in 1990) and the geograph-
ic information strategy for the administra-
tive sector of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry (in 1998).
Figure 1. Public mapping as part of the national geographic information infrastructure
9Sectors of public mapping
• Definition and maintenance of the na-
tional coordinate and elevation system.
• Measurement of the national control
network and benchmark register.
• Producing and updating basic national
topographic data, and managing the
topographic data system.
• Producing specific general map products
and ensuring their availability.
• Making basic topographic data and
map products generally accessible as
electronic basic geographic information
services.
Promoting shared use of geographic in-
formation is an activity separate from pub-
lic mapping. It is intended to increase gen-
eral awareness of the geographic informa-
tion resources and services available in dif-
ferent sectors, make the information more
compatible, and ensure that existing mate-
rial is used more efficiently.
Figure 2. FinnRef, the Finnish permanent
GPS network maintained by the Finnish
Geodetic Institute (roundels), the national
EUREF-FIN coordinate system (red trian-
gles), and the triangulation network, I or-
der (yellow triangles).
Figure 3. The third precision levelling of
Finland – state of field work at the end of
2001.
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Relationship between public mapping and the production
of other types of map and geographic information
Figure 4. Public mapping is
the core of national geo-
graphic information produc-
tion.
Public mapping helps to ensure the availa-
bility of national basic geodetic data form-
ing a basis for the production of almost eve-
ry other type of map and geographic infor-
mation on Finland. Basic geodetic data
comprises the geodetic model, benchmarks,
coordinate and elevation systems, map pro-
jections, and transformation models between
coordinate systems.
Not all maps are produced as part of
public mapping, and there are many organ-
izations that make use of geographic infor-
mation and produce maps. The require-
ments regarding the positional accuracy
and validity of the geographic information
used, and the way topographic features are
presented, differ greatly between different
sector-specific projects.
The Topographic Service, the mapping
agency of the Finnish Defence Forces, sup-
plies the military with maps, and produces
and updates the topographic maps on north-
ern Lapland as part of public mapping. Re-
sponsibility for gathering and updating the
basic topographic data on this part of Fin-
land will be transferred to the National
Land Survey of Finland when the national
topographic database is set up.
The Finnish Maritime Administration is
responsible for producing and updating nau-
tical charts on sea areas and a number of
lakes, mostly for the use of waterborne
traffic, while the Geological Survey of
Finland produces geological, geophysi-
cal and geochemical basic data for prac-
tical applications. Both the nautical
charts supplied by the Finnish Maritime
Administration and the maps of Finland’s
quaternary deposits supplied by the Geo-
logical Survey of Finland are special
products based on public mapping work.
Local authorities produce topo-
graphic data and base maps for plan-
ning, construction and environmental
protection. Their positional accuracy
requirements are stricter than those for
maps produced as part of public map-
ping. In the coming decade, putting co-
operation between local and central
government in the shared use and updat-
ing of geographic information on a bet-
ter footing will be a major challenge for
Finnish mapmakers.
Mapping companies and a number
of public-sector organizations also pro-
duce special maps and provide geo-
graphic services, either as commercial
products or in conjunction with other
activities (such as the promotion of tour-
ism). Most of these products and servic-
es are generated by processing the mate-
rial produced as part of public mapping.
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Relationship between public mapping and basic registers
Basic registers are official registers of popu-
lation, buildings, properties, and businesses
that are continuously updated, in which the
features covered (such as buildings and
properties) are given official identifiers.
This arrangement makes it possible to iden-
tify features unequivocally and combine
them with data in other registers. Positional
data have been or can be integrated into
most basic register data.
Basic topographic data gathered as part
of public mapping and general maps derived
from them provide a data resource that sup-
plements commonly used basic registers and
that enables many pieces of basic register
information to be linked to their actual geo-
graphic surroundings. Topographic data and
basic register information should be based
on positional and identification links that
make them compatible and facilitate the
shared use of geographic information.
Economic importance of public mapping
Finland spent an annual sum of about 16
million euros on public mapping in the
1990s. The digital topographic data sys-
tem, which was mostly built up during that
decade, has been a major public boost to
development of the national geographic in-
formation infrastructure.
In the 1990s, annual revenues from
sales of products and services derived from
public mapping came to about 3 million
euros. This means that the updating of top-
ographic data and map production done at
national level are not profitable. In fact,
public mapping should be seen as one ele-
ment in maintaining a national infrastruc-
ture that generates benefits for individual
citizens, businesses and government, while
also helping to maintain a high level of cri-
sis readiness.
During the last twenty years, a number
of Finnish and foreign studies have tried to
assess the importance of maps and basic
topographic data for the national economy.
None of them has been able to produce a
clear analysis of their economic costs and
benefits, however.
The report on the role of geographic in-
formation technology in Finnish society and
the opportunities it has helped to create (Pro-
GIS, 1997) concludes that geographic infor-
mation technology is often used in long-term
projects and that the benefits have wide-
ranging impacts on a large number of par-
ties. Thus, it is often impossible to give an
accurate account of the benefits generated by
investments in such technology. Many appli-
cations produce strategic benefits, and in
their case the conclusion is that operations
would no longer be possible without geo-
graphic information technology.
Number of international studies on the
benefits of the geographic information in-
frastructure suggest that the cost-benefit ra-
tio of geographic information production is
about 1:4. The benefits are considered to be
shared among a wide range of fields such as
electricity, gas and water utilities, agricul-
ture and forestry, mining and environmen-
tal protection.
In Finland, too, there are sectors - such
as forestry - in which maps and geographic
information can help to generate savings
and benefits that are many times higher
than the cost of purchasing the material and
systems. It is also possible to estimate the
benefits reaped by individual map users in
areas such as property administration and
maintenance, tourism, hiking, berry-pick-
ing, hunting and other activities taking
place in an unfamiliar environment.
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Situation in 2001
Figure 5. Extent of the topographic
database on January 1, 2001, by
quality category
Points of departure
The basic assumption is that public spend-
ing on public mapping will remain at the
present level.
The operational basis of public mapping
explained in greater detail in Appendix 1
can be summed up as follows:
• The new national EUREF-FIN coordi-
nate system based on the Finn-
ish permanent GPS network is
now in place (Figure 2) and is
being prepared for introduc-
tion.
• The field work on the third pre-
cision levelling of Finland will
be completed in 2003 (Figure
3).
• Digital basic topographic data
cover the whole country, except
for the northernmost parts of
Lapland (Figure 5).
• The gathering of basic topo-
graphic data on the northern-
most parts of Lapland, now a
responsibility of the National
Land Survey of Finland, has be-
gan and is expected to the com-
pleted by 2006.
• All the basic topographic data
have been transferred to a new
centralized data system.
• Basic improvements intended to make
the quality of the basic topographic data
more uniform has begun and should be
completed by 2006.
• Updating of the basic topographic data
is now based on a new production sys-
tem.
• Upgrading of the network information
service system has begun.
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Changes in the operating environment
The following aspects that characterize the
operating environment of public mapping
and changes in it also have an impact on
how the targets should be defined:
• Gathering and use of geographic infor-
mation is now on a permanent basis in
many sectors.
• International shared use of and coopera-
tion related to geographic information
and map material are on the increase.
• Communication networks and wireless
communications are increasingly impor-
tant as means of using and disseminat-
ing geographic information and map
material.
• Accurate positioning technology and ge-
ographic information material are in-
creasingly used together in a number of
applications.
• Extensive shared use of geographic in-
formation material based on communi-
cation networks will result in stricter re-
quirements for basic topographic data
as far as its quality, validity, compati-
bility and customer-friendliness are con-
cerned.
• Increasingly accurate aerial photo-
graphs and remote sensing material
are becoming more widely available
and will eventually assume a role
comparable to that of basic topo-
graphic data.
• There will be no substantial increase in
public spending on the gathering and
updating of basic topographic data,
though at the same time the total capac-
ity for updating and using geographic
information is likely to grow as different
sectors make more use of it.
• Steps are being taken to harmonize the
pricing and distribution mechanisms of
basic topographic data in Finland and
other countries.
• International contacts and expanding
markets also mean more competition in
the production of basic topographic
data.
Advances in information management
The targets set for public mapping are also
influenced by overall strategies for the in-
formation society, information manage-
ment and geographic information.
For example, the Finnish Government
Resolution on the development of informa-
tion management in the State administration
(March 2, 2000) declares the following aims:
• The authorities should see to it that their
information systems are available to all
authorized users and able to provide
high-quality service. Special attention
should be paid to information security
and to ensuring reliable operations in
special circumstances.
• In order to facilitate the shared use of
data resources and make them more
compatible, and to minimize overlaps,
instructions and strategies concerning
compatibility should be drawn up for dif-
ferent sectors of the State administration.
The geographic information strategy for
the administrative sector of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry (MMM 3/2001)
lists the following targets:
• Information gathering in different fields
should be carried out efficiently, in a
cooperative spirit, and keeping in mind
the need for high quality. At the same
time, overlaps should be minimized,
and cooperation in information updat-
ing with external parties should yield
useful results.
• Individual citizens, businesses and the
rest of the public sector should be pro-
vided with information services suited
to an electronic environment that are
based on transparency and uniform
principles.
• Businesses should be able to process ma-
terial and services in a variety of ways.
This will make it possible to set up the
services at lower cost.
• Material and services should be in wide
use so that maximum benefits can be
reaped from the gathering of material
and the setting up of services.
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Targets and strategies for 2010
The overall aim of public mapping is to
promote the well-being of the population
and business competitiveness, and to help
to ensure good administrative practices by
providing versatile, high-quality maps, top-
ographic data and geographic information
services.
Research and development done in con-
junction with public mapping should have
a sound theoretical basis and yield solu-
tions that can readily be applied in practice
(Figure 6).
Figure 6. Targets for public mapping
The public mapping strategy can be di-
vided into four sectors:
1. A complete multi-use concept incorpo-
rating topographic data, products and
services.
2. Quality standards supporting extensive
use, and clearly defined quality man-
agement.
3. Pricing and distribution principles en-
couraging wide use of products.
4. Strong research and development input.
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1. A complete multi-use concept incorporating topographic
data, products and services
1.1. Individuals, businesses and govern-
ment should have access to basic topo-
graphic data covering the whole coun-
try which is technically homogenous
and of high quality, is based on up-to-
date data and quality models, and
gives users access to a comprehensive
range of information sources.
1.2. A register of Finnish place names
should be maintained in conjunction
with the basic topographic data.
1.3. General topographic maps on scale
1:20,000, 1:50,000, 1:250,000 and
1:1,000,000, based on basic topo-
graphic data and covering the whole
of Finland, should be available in both
digital and graphic form.
1.4. Digital aerial photos should form a
systematically updated data resource
that covers the whole country and sup-
plements the basic topographic data
and map products.
1.5. Basic topographic data, digital map
products and aerial photos, and their
validity, quality and other attribute
data should be publicly available as
data products in the most common for-
mats and through data services based
on standard interfaces. The separate
supply of data created or changed af-
ter a certain date should also be possi-
ble.
1.6. The public should have easy access to
map material based on regularly up-
dated topographic data, and to related
validity, quality and other attribute
data, through an electronic informa-
tion service.
1.7. Information and material produced as
part of public mapping should be
managed so as to ensure their long-
term preservation and easy use in a
multitude of ways.
1.8. The National Land Survey of Finland
(NLS) and the Finnish Geodetic Insti-
tute (FGI) should carry out public
mapping and manage data resources
in their own areas of responsibility.
1.9. Systematic cooperation with parties
involved in mapping and geographic
information work in different fields
should be actively pursued so that the
quality of the material can be im-
proved, its shared use encouraged,
and maintenance costs reduced.
1.10.Cooperation with the private sector
should be smooth, especially in further
processing geographic information
and map material, and the develop-
ment of electronic services.
1.11.The NLS and FGI should be actively
involved in international cooperation
projects to develop methods for pro-
ducing and using basic topographic
data and general maps. Ways of using
basic topographic data and map mate-
rial in large international projects and
collaborative undertakings should be
decided on a case-by-case basis.
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2. Quality standards supporting extensive use,
and clearly defined quality management
2.1 National EUREF-FIN coordinates and
transformation models for use be-
tween different coordinate systems
should be available by the end of
2003.
2.2 Basic topographic data should be
available in accordance with the
EUREF-FIN coordinate system by the
end of 2004.
2.3 By the end of 2005, new topographic
maps should be available in both
Gauss-Krüger and UTM projections.
2.4 The new elevation system with eleva-
tion benchmarks based on the third
precision levelling and linked to the
European system should be available
for use by the end of 2006.
2.5 Generally approved standards sup-
porting national and international
shared use should be applied to the
basic topographic data, map material
and information services produced as
part of public mapping.
2.6 The gathering and updating of topo-
graphic data, and map production,
should be based on approved quality,
data and product models. At the same
time, electronic services should be
based on a service model that de-
scribes the applicable interfaces, for
example. All models and instructions
should be properly documented, ac-
cessible by the public and in keeping
with international compatibility re-
quirements.
2.7 The most important parts of the basic
topographic data should be updated at
least every five (5) years. However,
the features changing most frequently,
such as roads and buildings, should be
updated every year. Aerial photo-
graphs, should be updated at least eve-
ry five (5) years.
2.8 In specific cases, when topographic
changes are usually slow because of
the nature of the area, the interval be-
tween updates of topographic data
and aerial photographs can be more
than five (5) years, but not more than
10.
2.9 The positional accuracy of basic topo-
graphic data should be sufficient to
enable versatile shared use of the ma-
terial at national level.
2.10 Topographic data should be updated
and their quality monitored to ensure
that any positional errors are within
the approved limits and the attribute
data are correct in at least 97 per cent
of cases, and that not more than 5 per
cent of the features in each category
are missing or incorrect.
2.11 Systematic monitoring of the quality
of topographic data and material
should be carried out separately from
their production, and the quality data
should be integrated into the generally
used attribute and description data.
2.12 A quality description should be includ-
ed in all material deliveries.
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3.1 The topographic data, maps and information
services produced as part of public mapping
should be available to everybody. The princi-
ples governing their pricing and distribution
should be public and uniform, and promote
their wide use. The general principles and pro-
visions on the transfer of government-owned
information material should also be adhered
to.
3.2 The pricing and distribution principles should
enable public mapping to be a continuous
process and also help to improve the quality of
data, products and services.
3.3 The pricing and distribution principles should
help to create a sound basis for a broad range
of value-added services, taking the needs of all
user groups into account.
3. Pricing and distribution principles encouraging
wide use of products
4.1 Those carrying out public mapping work
should possess up-to-date information on the
usefulness of the latest methods and source
material in the field, be familiar with the na-
tional and international standards used in
mapping work, and be aware of any need to
change the standards.
4.2 Research and development should lend long-
term support to efforts to achieve the mapping
targets set and help to improve the methods,
information management systems, products
and services related to public mapping, both
technologically and qualitatively. Research
and development should also support versatile
shared use of geographic information materi-
al.
4.3 Research and development plans should be
documented and public.
A station of the Finnish Geodetic Institute’s
permanent GPS network at Virolahti
4. Strong research and development input
18
Further measures
Further improvements will be made in the
availability, usability and compatibility
of topographic data and maps by 2010.
However, extensive research and develop-
ment work will be needed in 2002-2005
before any new methods devised meet the
requirements and can be put to produc-
tive use.
The main aim of further measures is to
ensure that when, in the middle of the dec-
ade, the national basic topographic data
have been fully compiled and the necessary
major improvements have been incorporat-
ed, administration and production units
have a clear and well-documented vision of
the guidance and development measures
needed in 2006-2010.
A complete concept incorporating topographic
data, products and services
• In the management of basic topographic
data, the validity of data models should
be examined and the need to improve
the methods of updating and supporting
geographic information analyses further
studied.
• In updating basic topographic data, the
impact of permissible delays (1/5/10
years) on production, any regional divi-
sions, and cooperation with other par-
ties maintaining geographic informa-
tion on the country as a whole or on
large regions should be examined.
• In maps on scale 1:5,000-1:25,000, the
need for general topographic map prod-
ucts and any alternative procedures
should be examined.
• In small-scale map databases, the range
of databases needed on scale 1:100,000-
1:1,000,000 should be specified and the
potential of an automatic generalization
based on the topographic data system
studied.
• The general technical requirements for
digital aerial photos should be exam-
ined.
• In distribution, the focus should be on
standardized forms of data transmission
and interfaces through which basic top-
ographic data, digital map products and
aerial photos can be made available to
the public.
• In graphic maps, a study should be
made of whether graphic material can
be produced and supplied to customers
using new digital printing techniques.
Quality and other standards to be applied,
and quality management
• The validity of quality models applica-
ble to basic topographic data and the
need to improve them should be exam-
ined.
• In the case of basic topographic data,
the positional accuracy requirements
that support versatile shared use should
be specified, and the impact of these re-
quirements on production costs exam-
ined.
• In quality management, a study should
be made of whether the quality of the
data, products and services generated as
part of public mapping can be moni-
tored separately from the production
process.
• In updating topographic data and pro-
ducing topographic maps, matters relat-
ed to the introduction of the EUREF-FIN
coordinate system, the new national ele-
vation system and the UTM map projec-
tion should be examined.
• How national and international stand-
ards and technically open solutions
should be applied to data management
related to public mapping should be ex-
amined.
Pricing and distribution principles
• A study should be made of whether the
royalty pricing principle can be ap-
plied to the transfer of user rights for
19
Implementation
basic topographic data and map prod-
ucts.
• The impact of more extensive updating
cooperation on pricing and distribution
principles and contractual procedures
should also be examined.
The public mapping strategy will be put
into effect in tandem with the geographic
information strategy for the administrative
sector of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry. The goals can be achieved by pro-
viding the National Land Survey of Finland
and the Finnish Geodetic Institute with an-
nual result targets, and by allocating re-
search funding to projects that support
mapping policy targets.
The public mapping strategy is not a
permanent long-term implementation pro-
gramme, but part of a continuous process
aiming to continuously produce high-quali-
ty and versatile topographic data, maps
and information services covering the
whole of Finland.
The operating environment is changing
rapidly. Thus, implementation of measures
should be monitored on an annual basis,
and preparations should already be made
for a strategy review in the middle of the
decade when the gathering and updating of
basic topographic data will enter a new
phase.
APPENDIX 120
Public mapping in 2001
The National Land Survey of Finland
(NLS) is responsible for practical mapping
work, data gathering, production of general
maps, product distribution and general pro-
motion of the shared use of mapping mate-
rial and other geographic information.
The Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) is
responsible for coordinate systems, the me-
asuring and updating the highest-level per-
manent control point network, and sectoral
research in the field of public mapping.
The Topographic Service, the mapping
agency of the Finnish Defence Forces, has so
far been responsible for producing and upda-
ting maps covering the northernmost parts of
Lapland. However, with the completion of its
topographic database, the NLS will assume
responsibility for these activities by 2006.
The mapping material for the whole of
Finland except for the northernmost parts of
Lapland has been converted into digital ba-
sic topographic data. These basic topo-
graphic data have been entered in a unified
topographic database which is regularly
updated and which forms the basis for most
of the wide range of general map products
and information services available.
The attributes of the basic topographic
data incorporated into the topographic data
system differ from one region to another.
This is because of improvements in map-
ping methods and the fact that the methods
are not used in the same way in all parts of
the country.
The topographic data has been incorpo-
rated into the Finnish National Grid Coordi-
nate System (kkj), while the maps are publis-
hed in accordance with the national general
sheet line system. There is growing pressure
to adopt a pan-European coordinate system
that is more compatible with the present po-
sitioning systems, and studies have shown
that the NLS is in a position to put this into
practice during the next few years.
The FGI’s class I triangulation points.
Those marked in red were checked
in 1988-2001
Coverage of the topographic
database on January 1,
2001, by quality category
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Material, product and service concept in 2001
Basic topographic data
Benchmarks, benchmark archive and ben-
chmark registers
The permanent control point network pro-
duced as a result of geodetic control surveys
forms the basis for all mapping activities. It
enables topographic data and geographic
information, and consequently maps, to be
tied to the national grid coordinate system.
At the moment, the benchmark register con-
tains information about some 25,000 hori-
zontal benchmarks in class I-III and some
48,000 elevation benchmarks in class I-III,
in all parts of Finland.
Topographic database
The topographic database is a data system
incorporating the basic topographic data. It
covers the whole country, except for the
northernmost parts of Lapland, for which
the database should be completed by 2006.
Topographic data are primarily based
on aerial photographs taken using regional
photogrammetric plotting (quality category
A, 59%). Digitization using fair drawings
of the existing basic map on scale 1:10,000
(quality class B, 30%) is the secondary met-
hod used. The northernmost parts of Lap-
land on which there is still very little digital
topographic data comprise about 11% of
Finland.
The basic topographic data comprises
two important parts, which are indepen-
dent databases from the users’ point of
view: roads and addresses, and nomencla-
ture.
Most parts of the topographic database
are updated every 5-10 years. However, the
information on roads, addresses, buildings
and the transmission network is updated
annually.
Map databases
The topographic database is used to pro-
duce map databases on different scales.
Sometimes the map databases are more ge-
neral than the topographic database,
though it is often necessary to add some
feature types. In them, the basic topo-
graphic data is presented as map features,
the amount of information and number of
features usually decreasing as the scale
gets smaller.
In addition to map databases correspon-
ding to topographic maps on scale 1:20,000
and 1:50,000, small-scale map databases
are also produced on scale 1:100,000,
1:250,000, 1:500,000, 1:1 million and
1:4.5 million.
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Maps produced for publication
Printed map series
updating
Map series interval,
years
Printed 10
topographic maps,
1:20 000
Printed 5
general maps,
1:500 000
Digital Updating
raster product interval, years
1:20 000 10
Raster material for
topographic maps
1:50 000 10
(only as separate
image files)
1:250 000 5
1:500 000 5
1:1000 000 5
Digital raster maps
Printed 10
topographic maps,
1:50 000
1:20 000
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Other map products
Other map products include the base map
on scale 1:5,000 produced using aerial pho-
tographs as background, though this is not
available for all parts of the country.
The private sector is responsible for pub-
lishing the printed map series on scale
1:250,000. Basic topographic data are used
as the source material, so at the moment no
corresponding map series is published in
the public mapping process.
Ortophoto and cadastral
boundaries on scale 1:5,000
Elevation models
A digital elevation model describes the
ground elevation using a systematic grid
network as a basis. The existing national
model has been produced by triangulating
the contour lines of the 1:10,000 basic map
originals (in Lapland, 1:20,000) and by cal-
culating the elevation values on a regular
grid network using triangulation as a basis.
The elevation positional accuracy of an
elevation model depends primarily on the
accuracy of the contour lines used. The
model used at the moment is flatter than the
actual terrain on hill tops and at the bottom
of valleys because the elevation values of
the minimum and maximum points of the
topographic features are not included
among the contours used as input data. Ac-
cording to a measurement covering the
whole of Finland, the average elevation er-
ror in a 25-metre square is 1.8 metres.
Work to convert the elevation model
into a more accurate 10-metre model has
begun as part of the process of updating the
topographic data. In the new model, all fea-
tures of the topographic database which
have had their elevation defined will be
used as source material.
Digital elevation model
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Distribution of map and information products and information services
MapSite is also used
by schools, for example,
in geography lessons.
Distribution and sale of printed map products
Retail sale of the general maps produced by
the NLS is the responsibility of its distri-
butors (District Survey Offices and specia-
list businesses). There is also an OnLine-
shop, which acts as a central web-based or-
dering service.
Transferring the right to use digital map
material and map products
Licencies to use the products are sold by
District Survey Offices and the NLS Sales
and Marketing Services. Distributors specia-
lizing in the processing of digital material
and agents using geographic information in
their applications also play a major role.
Electronic services
The MapSite web service is the channel for
the use and distribution of map material on
the Internet. Users can browse through the
NLS’s digital raster maps on the desired
scale using free-choice area-definition and
download map images for their own use.
By concluding a separate agreement with
the ordering service, customers can also use
the MapSite to examine information about
properties and their selling prices, and ben-
chmarks.
As yet, the systems used by the NLS do
not allow direct use of digital topographic
data via the Internet.
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Other products and services related to public mapping
Orthophoto on scale 1:10,000
Geographic information directory on the
Internet.
Benchmark data
The NLS can supply information from its
benchmark archive and register as paper
copies, on diskettes and in electronic form.
Benchmark register data can also be orde-
red via the MapSite ordering service on the
Internet.
Aerial photograph products
The NLS has archived all the aerial photos
it has taken for map production as film
images. Photographs taken since the 1950s
have been entered in the aerial photograph
register.
In addition to the digital photo products
made for mapping purposes, the NLS can
also supply orthophotos made on the basis
of 1:60,000 high-altitude photography car-
ried out by the Topographic Service (Orto-
CD).
Geographic information directory
The aim is to incorporate all Finnish geo-
graphic information available to users out-
side the bodies producing the material into
the geographic information directory main-
tained by the National Land Survey. At the
beginning of 2000, the directory had about
320 datasets on the country as a whole and
on individual municipalities. Updating the
directory forms part of efforts to promote
shared use of geographic information.
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2. Quality and other standards to be applied,
and quality management in 2001
Reference systems
In mapping, the national grid coordinate
system (kkj) is used to determine horizontal
positions, while the elevation positioning is
on the basis of the N60 system (N60).
The general sheet line system and the map
sheet coding system approved by the NLS on
December 10, 1940 are used as the sheet divi-
sion. The general sheet line system is based on
the right-angle basic coordinates of the
Gauss-Krüger map projection. Finland com-
prises five projection zones, with 21º, 24º,
27º, 30º, and 33º as the central meridians.
Quality management
Production and updating work related to
the gathering of geographic information
and map production rely on the topo-
graphic data quality manual (MML 76/
1995), instructions for the gathering of to-
pographic data, the topographic data quali-
ty model (75/1995), instructions for small-
scale map databases (MML 82/1997) and
product-specific presentation models.
The NLS units carry out sample-based
tests to monitor the quality of basic topo-
graphic data. At the NLS level, quality is
monitored by testing samples taken from
what each production unit supplies. Quality
has usually proved to comply with the mo-
dels used though long production runs and
technological changes result in some varia-
tion.
Turning topographic features into a product
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3. Principles governing pricing
and distribution in 2001
The NLS’s MapSite
Internet service
http://kartta.nls.fi
The pricing of services is based on the Act
on Bases for Charges Payable to the State
(150/1992).
• Printed maps
Pricing is based on the market prices users
are prepared to pay for printed maps.
• Copied maps and printouts
The price consists of the production costs
and a material charge. A large proportion
of all copies are printed out from databa-
ses. Printouts are priced in accordance
with the prices normally charged for
copies.
• Transferring rights to use digital material
Licences to use digital material are granted
for limited periods and for specific parts of
documents. The scope and duration of the
licence is stipulated in the licence condi-
tions; unless otherwise agreed, the licence is
normally valid for 10 years. Any updating
of the material entitles the user to an exten-
sion (usually for another 10 years). The sco-
pe of the licence depends on the number of
users and printouts produced under it. The
user must either destroy the material or re-
turn it to the NLS when it is no longer nee-
ded.
• Updating digital material
For updates, the NLS charges a fee amoun-
ting to 10-30% of the sales price, and ap-
propriate consideration is given to any dis-
counts or price rises. Customers normally
receive updates once a year, when the deli-
very costs are charged separately.
• Direct use of digital material and browsing
In direct use, each search subject to a fee is
priced in accordance with a price list. Some
of the basic material intended for general
use is free of charge.
• Publishing rights for graphic and digital material
Customers intending to use NLS-supplied
graphic or digital products to generate new
map products or publications must also ob-
tain a publication permit and pay a fee that
depends on the type of publication and the
number of copies.
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4. Research and development projects in 2001
Updating the topographic database
at an ESPA workstation.
Updating the coordinate and
sheet division systems
The committee examining the updating of
the Finnish national coordinate systems has
recommended that Finland adopt the pan-
European EUREF coordinate system. The
international compatibility of the Finnish
systems would be further enhanced by
adoption of the UTM projection, which
shows the whole country in one zone with a
central meridian of 27º. Any changeover to
the new system would take several years
and all material used for map production is
unlikely ever to be transferred to the EU-
REF system.
A new data management and updating
system for the topographic database
In autumn 1997, the NLS made a strategic
decision to start using the same basic sys-
tem for both cadastral tasks and mapping.
As a result, the most important IT elements
of the topographic database are now based
on the same architecture as the cadastre
system.
Electronic data services related to databases
and products, development of MapSite
In separate projects, information network
services are being developed into a self-ser-
vice channel between producers and users
to ensure that the needs of the NLS are also
taken into account.
The aim is to make the NLS products and
services available through a single admi-
nistratively and technologically coordi-
nated self-service interface. Organization
of the services will ensure the uniformity of
the external customer interfaces most im-
portant to the NLS, both administratively
and technologically.
The aim is to achieve a clear separation
between infrastructure maintenance and de-
velopment of services, on the one hand, and
the customer interface covering production,
on the other.
More compatibility between the national
cadastral system and the topographic database
If positional data and background maps are
to be incorporated into the new cadastral
system and into any future planning data
system, account must also be taken of a
number of new requirements in developing
the topographic data system.
Developing the data management and
updating system for small-scale databases
The systems used to update small-scale
map databases derived from basic topo-
graphic data are being improved to ensure
that updating runs smoothly and the infor-
mation service is easy-to-use.
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